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The Internet of Things (IoT) is a dynamic information network consisting of

interconnected sensors, actuators, mobile phones, robotics, and smart devices. The

IoT is becoming an integral part of the Internet. Many IoT platforms, large or small,

are emerging on the earth by upgrading the next-generation Internet. This chapter

introduces intrinsic features of those IoT platforms and cognitive services aided by

machine intelligence. We will study RFID, IoT sensing, wireless networking, global

positioning, mobile clouds, location-sensitive and cognitive services. We focus on

cutting-edge technologies and system architectures for IoT sensing and cognitive

computing applications.

Summary 

Enabling Technologies and Evolution of IoT

The supportive technologies are divided into two categories:

Ø The enabling technologies build up the foundations of IoT.

Among the enabling technologies, tracking (RFID), sensor

networks and GPS are critical;

Ø The synergistic technologies play the supporting roles. For

example, biometrics could be widely applied to personalize

the interaction between humans and machine and objects.

Artificial intelligence, computer vision, robotics and

telepresence can make our life better automated in the

future.

IoT enabling and synergistic technologies

http://www.wiley.com/go/hwangIOT
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Projected IoT upgrade in five IoT application domains from 2010 to 2015. 
(Courtesy of Gubbi et al. 2013.)

The growth of five key IoT application domains from 2010 to 2025

Technology Roadmap: the Internet of Things (Source: SRI 
Consulting Business  Intelligence: Appendix F of Disruptive 

Technologies Global Trends 2025 )

smarter decisions, save human life, avoid disasters, and reduce human burdens

Four categorized IoT Wireless Technologies

With the increasing number of online users in mobile environments, it becomes a critical issue to

interconnect mobile devices into Internet with high speed. We divide the wireless network into Wireless

Wide Area Network (WAN), Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN), Wireless Local Area Network

(WLAN) and Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) in the descending order of wireless coverage and

transmission ranges. The four categorized wireless networks are used in different environment and

cooperate with each other to offer convenient network access, so they are important infrastructures to

realize IoT.
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ZigBee Applications
(Wireless 

Home-Area Networks, WHAN)

The widely-used sensor technologies are the Zigbee

devices specified in the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard. The

radio frequency applied in Zigbee results in low data

rate, long battery life and secure networking. They

are used mainly in monitory and remote control IoT or

mobile applications. Many supermarkets, department

stores and hospitals are installed with Zigbee

networks. The data rate ranges from 20–250 Kbps.

They can operate up to 100 meters. However, Zigbee

devices can be networked together to cover a much

large area. The Zigbee network is highly scalable.

Zigbee networks are used in wireless home-area

networks (WHAN). This technology is simpler to use

and less expensive than Bluetooth or WiFi.

IoT Wireless Technologies – ZigBee
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Architecture of The Internet of Things 

The architecture of an Internet of Things (IoT) and its underlying technologies.

The IoT system is likely to have an event-driven
architecture. Basic IoT architecture is introduced
below in three layers, namely the sensing,
networking and application layers.

Ø The top layer is formed by the driven applications.

Ø The bottom layer consists of various types of
sensing and automatic information generation
devices: namely sensors, ZigBee devices, RFID
tags and road-mapping GPS navigators, etc. The
sensing devices are locally or wide-area
connected in the form of sensor networks, RFID
networks and GPS systems, etc.

Ø Signals or information collected at these sensing
devices are linked to the applications through the
cloud computing platforms at the middle layer.

Cloud-Centric IoT System Applications

Cloud-centric IoT system for smart home environment

The service gateway implements various
technologies, protocols, standards and services to
diversify communications capabilities and integrate
devices. Currently, most service gateways implement
well-defined software modes and systems, such as Jini,
UPnP and OSGi.

In addition, the communication of heterogeneous
objects in IoT is a major problem, because different
objects provide different information in different formats
for different purposes. The semantic web technologies
and models may also be used to help solve this
problem. The semantic web technologies can be
applied to facilitate communication in home IoT
applications.
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Conceptual architecture of a cloud-based radio access network (C-RAN). 
(Courtesy of China Mobile Research Institute, 2009.)

Cloud-Based Radio Access Network (C-RAN) for 5G Mobile Systems

The advantages of using C-RAN are summarized in 

four aspects: 

Ø Centralized processing resource pool can

support 10–1000 cells with high efficiency;

Ø Cooperative radios are used in multi-cell joint

scheduling and processing, which solve the air

loss and handover problems;

Ø C-RAN offers real-time services by targeting to

open IT platform, resources consolidation and

flexible multi-standard operation and migration;

Ø A green and clean mobile telecommunication is

realized with much less power consumption,

lower operating expenses and fast system

rolling out.

Ø Wireless Sensor Network (WSN): Spatially distributed sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions.
WSNs emphasizing the information perception through all kinds of sensor nodes -- A basic scenario of the IoT.

Ø Machine to Machine (M2M) Communication: Typically, M2M refers to data communications without or with
limited human intervention among various terminal devices such as computers, embedded processors, smart
sensors/actuators and mobile devices, etc.

Ø Body-Area Network (BAN): Use of advances on lightweight, small-size, ultra-low-power, and intelligent
monitoring wearable sensors, which continuously monitor human’s physiological conditions for health status and
motion control

Ø Cyber Physical System (CPS): It is a system of collaborating computational elements controlling physical
entities.

Four Major IoT Components :   
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IoT Interaction Frameworks with Environments

Interactions among IoT sensing, mobile monitoring and cloud analytics

Ø Object sensing and information gathering: The first step

of enabling smart services is to collect contextual information

about the environment, “things” and objects of interest. RFID

techniques can be utilized for collecting crucial personal

information and storing them on a low-cost chip that is

attached to an individual at all times.

Ø Information delivering: Various wireless technologies can

be used for delivering the information, such as wireless

sensor networks (WSNs), body area networks (BANs), WiFi,

Bluetooth, Zigbee, GPRS, GSM, cellular and 3G, etc.

Ø Information processing for smart services: Ubiquitous

machines must process information in both “autonomic” and

“smart” ways in order to provide pervasive and autonomic

services.
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Body-Area Networks   (BAN) for Health-Care 
and Other Personal Applications

Wireless Sensor Networks and Body Area Networks

24 Satellites of GPS Deployed in Outerspace

A visual example of the GPS constellation in motion with the Earth rotating. 
Notice how the number of satellites in view from a given point on the Earth's surface, in this 

example at 45°N, changes with time.

System GPS GLONASS GALILEO COMPASS 

First Launch 22-Feb-78 12-Oct-82 28-Dec-05 13-Apr-07

FOC 17-Jul-95 18-Jan-96 2012 2013

Service Military, 
Civilian Military Commercial,

Open
Authorized,
Commercial

Satellite No. 31 24 27 35

Orbital planes 6 3 3 3

Semi-major Axis 
[Km] 26560 25508 29601 27840

Period 11h 58m 11h 15m 14h 05m 12h 50m

Organization,
Country GPST in US UTC in 

Russia GST in EU UTC in China

Four Global Positioning Systems in US, Russia, Europe and China 

Global Positioning Systems

Receiver

The ground GPS receiver calculates the 3-D location from four or more satellites 
with the help from a few ground reference stations and a master station.

Triangulation method to calculate delayed 
location signals from four satellites

Real-time vehicle tracking processes are divided into the following four steps:
Ø GPS receiver in each car accesses receiving signals from a network of satellites.
Ø The collected satellite information is sent to the a GPS center via mobile networks.
Ø The control center enters calculated location information over global maps.
Ø The control center sends commands to each unit to trigger alarms, stop engines, change direction or some personal messages, etc.

Autonomous localization of GPS receivers is essential, since location makes the sensory data geographically meaningful.
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

RFID readers retrieve product data on e-labels (RFID tags) placed on package boxes

RFID tag
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(a) Functional components in a 
RFID System

(b) Rule-searching process in RFID 
back-end system
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A typical example of RFID system applied for automobile speeding check
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Supply chain management in a multi-partner business pipeline

RFID technology is a sort of non-contact information transfer

mode realized by the radio frequency signals through space

coupling (alternating magnetic field or electromagnetic field),

and it achieves the purpose of automatic identification

through the transferred information.

Sensor Hardware and Operating Systems

(a) Functional modules in a smart sensor node

(b) Power management in sensor nodes
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Sensing through Smart Phones

Regarding IoT sensing, a big change is happening around us, such as mobile phones

now having directly integrated various sensors for sensing the physical world. More and

more smart phones are equipped with devices such as GPS receiver, camera, sound

recorder, thermometer, altimeter and barometer, etc. Due to the intrinsic capability of

connection to the Internet in mobile environments, the smart phone enables sensor

devices to be migrated to a global user group. Thus, the smart phone not only builds a

bridge between sensor devices and the Internet, but also connects humans with social

and cyber worlds, and so becomes an important element for IoT.
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Networked Sensing Applications

Seismic Structure response Contaminant Transport

Marine Micro-organisms Ecosystems, Biocomplexity

The promise of deep learning at Google’s Brain Project    

(Slide presentation by Jeff Dean, 2016)

Cognitive Computing Technologies and Prototype Systems

Growing use of deep learning at Google Brain teams 

(Presentation by Jeff Dean, 2016)

The Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) built at Google 

(Courtesy of Google   

http://www.recode.net/2016/5.20/11719392/googl

e-ai-chip-tpu-questions-answers)

The concept of a Google speech recognition system built with deep recurrent neural networks.

The prototype neurocomputing system built at IBM 

Almaden Research Center

(Courtesy of D. Modha�s Brain-Inspired Computing 

Web site> http://www.modha.org/)

Context-aware technology provides a methodology to evaluate the performance of an IoT solution.
The evaluation is mainly based on three context-aware features in high-level:
u Context-aware selection and presentation;
u Context-aware execution;
u Context-aware tagging.

IoT Contexts for Cognitive Services
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Augmented and Virtual Reality Applications

Company Product Introduction

Microsoft HoloLens
A pair of mixed reality head-mounted smart glasses by Microsoft. HoloLens 
gained popularity for being the first computer running the Windows 
Holographic platform.

Google Google 
Cardboard

This is a VR platform by Google for use with a head mount for a smart phone. 
Named for its fold-out cardboard viewer, It is a low-cost system to encourage 
VR applications.

Facebook Oculus Rift
Oculus Riftis a virtual reality headset developed and manufactured by Oculus 
VR, released on March 28, 2016.

Samsung Gear VR
The Samsung Gear VR is a mobile virtual reality headset developed by 
Samsung Electronics, in collaboration with Oculus, and manufactured by 
Samsung.

Sony PlayStation     
VR

Known by the codename Project Morpheus during development, is a VR 
gaming head-mounted display developed by Sony Interactive Entertainment 
and manufactured by Sony.

HTC HTC VIVE
This is a virtual reality headset developed by HTC and Valve Corporation in 
2016. This is designed to utilize "room scale" technology to turn a room into 
3D space via sensors

Huawei Huawei VR
Huawei honor VR is released on May 10, 2016 to match honor V8 smart 
phone. 

Alibaba Buy+ Plan Buy+ program uses VR technology to generate interactive three-dimensional 
shopping environment with computer graphics systems and auxiliary sensors.

Some Commercial AR/VR/MR Products 

(a) Mixed reality spectrum 

(b) Four environments

The IoT has emerged rapidly to affect our daily life activities. The ultimate goal is to build
a worldwide physical web that links everything together.

• This chapter covers the progress of key technologies that make it possible to use
smart devices, sensors, tags, phones, tablets, GPS, etc. everywhere and at any time.

• We have shown how to apply IoT sensing capability in cloud computing with big data.
Neural-based CPU chips are appearing at IBM research labs and at the Institute of
Computing Technology in the China Academy of Sciences.

• The use of neuron-modeled computers for future machine learning and deep learning
is no longer a dream. It is quite plausible to have innovative applications that involve
IoT sensing and machine cognition in the near future.

Conclusions

Thank You !


